The Twitter Information Security Quiz

wait wait... don't pwn me!

@jschauma
(Quantum computation is dope.)
@jmhodges
Couple in front of me in security line had both a 5-inch Santoku knife + a mug of water ("only enough to take my pills!") What I don't even.
to sleep, perchance to dream
#newdadtweets
Let’s Play!
Limerick Challenge
I hear chickens! Yay chickens!
nsa limerick

Limerick nsa fun - Online nsa fun in Limerick, Ireland
Totally free Limerick nsa fun site in Limerick, Ireland. From Limerick, Ireland you can buy services, refer friends, or sign up for anything.
loveawake.com/free-online-dating/limerick

NSA Fun Limerick
NSA Fun Limerick is a group for people of all ages and races who want to meet new people in Limerick and the surrounding area. NSA Fun Limerick is an online community where you can connect with interesting people.

NSA Poet Limerick Poems
NSA Poet Limerick Poems are poems about real events and real people.

Women, 30, NSA sex, Limerick, ares used - Ads Friends & Dating
Women, 30, NSA sex, Limerick area. Too busy for relationship. Good looking, good shape, sane. Contact me at jules lewis @ live. ie
hifreeads.ie/woman-30-nsa-sex-limerick-ares-28013.html

More from hifreeads.ie

PWNED!
"We have no plans to fix this bug."
Bruce Schneier knows Alice and Bob's shared secret.
So there are ATMs where you get cash for bitcoins. So by design you stick a USB stick into an ATM. What can possibly go wrong...
Let’s Play!
Who's Bob This Time?
RELEASE: Is the NSA Spying on Congress?:
sanders.senate.gov/newsroom/press...
#NSA
Mikko Hypponen
@mikko

I have added an update to my Open Letter to the Chiefs of EMC and RSA: f-secure.com/weblog/archive...

6:24 AM - 8 Jan 14
SNAPCHAT CEO: We thought we had "done enough" to prevent 4.6 million phone numbers from leaking read.bi/1crvYYg

By Steve Kovach @stevekovach

Snapchat CEO Evan Spiegel appeared on the Today Show to talk about the hack.
A Volunteer, Please!
Know a Tweep
If I could go back in time & tell my 1995 self that every day NSA would be front page news, he’d scream & ask what happened to all his hair.
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@levie bitcoin is like Brussel sprouts. Everyone is an expert & proclaims they loved it first. I'm sticking with broccoli. For everything
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“I’m that Apple 0day guy.”

“word.”

“Taking crazy-pills.”

@nickgreen

@marius

@0xcharlie
“word.”  “Taking crazy-pills.”  “I’m that Apple 0day guy.”
Nick Green
@nickgreen

word.

Tweets

Nick Green @nickgreen
Word.

9 Apr 11
Fuck it.

6:47 PM - 31 Dec 13


9:06 PM - 19 Dec 13
Fuck it.

6:47 PM - 31 Dec 13


9:06 PM - 19 Dec 13

(this is fucking borin, get right.)

11:47 PM - 2 Jan 14
Bluff The Tweepe
Six million Elf on the Shelf books sold?! No wonder the NSA gets away with it; we love to be surveilled!
Two Truths and a Lie

NSA infiltrates Grindr

NYPD monitors rap videos

NSA spies on pope
Two Truths and a Lie

Scammers ask to get porn

CryptoLocker holds your files hostage

Nigerian Princes are getting stealthy
Two Truths and a Lie

Holy Book of Passwords

Snapchat Hell

Yo-Yo Laptop Security
This Year’s News
matt blaze
@mattblaze

I would hope that any of my students tempted to email bomb threats to get out of an exam would do a better job modeling the risks.
Sunny Kalsi
@thesunnyk

arstechnica.com/tech-policy/20... Sheriff gets two years and $1000 fine for installing a keylogger. More than the NSA but less than any of us would get
How do you 2FA?
New rule, calling it Grugq's Razor: "never attribute to oday what can easily be explained by bad password management"
Today @JoelAndersonCA and I introduced #SB828 to ban CA officials from cooperating w/ #NSA w/o a specific warrant. sd28.senate.ca.gov/news/2014-01-0...
Abla Fahita is not a terrorist. The Swedish chef is the terrorists and here is the video to prove it: youtube.com/watch?v=AvDvTn... #FreeFahita
NSA program or...
Bull shit call. That was not a catch.
SPIDERMONKEY

JavaScript Engine  Nintendo Character  Firewall Backdoor

HALLUXWATER
This Year’s News
Court upholds willy-nilly gadget searches along U.S. border

A federal judge today upheld a President Barack Obama administration policy allowing U.S. officials along the U.S. border to seize and search laptops, smartphones and other electronic devices for any...

View on Threat Level

34 RETWEETS  18 FAVORITES

go/internationaltravel
When someone says "a decade ago"
You still think of the early 90's
The K5 Robot: A Roomba for Crime
on.mash.to/19FyXw6
Security Vulnerabilities Found in 90% of Top Mobile Banking Apps - International Business Times UK ow.ly/2CNtKP
Not My Job
A Volunteer, Please!
"We are not the Airport Security Administration. We take that transportation part seriously."

How would you like to expand your authority?

• train stations, subways, ferries
• sporting events, music festivals, rodeos
• schools, children’s birthday parties
For the safety and security of the traveling public, TSA has prohibited certain items from being brought onto airplanes in carry-on and/or checked bags.

Which of the following would you confiscate, and why?

- IEDs (Improvised Explosive Devices)
- hand grenades
- 200 lb of edible caterpillars
“Adult passengers (18 and over) are required to show a valid U.S. federal or state-issued photo ID in order to be allowed to go through the checkpoint and onto their flight. Not having an ID does not necessarily mean a passenger won't be allowed to fly.”

Which of the following would you accept as valid forms of identification?

- MUNI clipper card
- Twitter handle
- Facebook ID
“Adult passengers (18 and over) are required to show a valid U.S. federal or state-issued photo ID in order to be allowed to go through the checkpoint and onto their flight. Not having an ID does not necessarily mean a passenger won't be allowed to fly.”

Zach Klein
@zachklein

Got to the airport, realized I left my ID at home. TSA allowed me to use my Facebook profile instead.
Lightning fill in the _____
Panelist’s Predictions
The Twitter Information Security Quiz
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